Transfer Project AIM
The 2017 approved transfer project AIM – Automotive. Innovation. Momentum - was launched by THI and the partner universities UFPR and UFSC in Ingolstadt in May. Together with the training professors of THI, they defined the most important goals and tasks of AIM for the following four years. The basic mission of AIM consists in transferring application-oriented teaching modules and expertise in establishing study programs with industry to Brazil. A first measure after this kick-off was the visit of Prof. Dr. Antônio Ota-viano Dourado from UFSC. He joined the International Summer School at THI via AIM in order to verify the possibility to transfer and establish similar structures and formats to his home university at UFSC in Joinville. AIM is funded by DAAD and the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).

VI. eMobility Forum
In June, THI hosted the VI. German-Brazilian eMobility Forum, an annual platform for students in order to exchange knowledge and experience in electric cars. Three Brazilian student racing teams visited THI in order to work together with THI’s racing team Schanzer Racing and further students. Emphases of these exchange were both technical topics as well as exchange of experience in marketing, internal organization and sponsoring. Besides a public panel discussion and a practice-oriented workshop on Reinforcement Learning, this year’s focus lay on the development of an app, which allows experiencing all real-time data regarding the car during a race. The forum ended up in a public testing event where the four developed apps were presented to a broader public.

THI Business School
The cooperation between the THI Business School and the UFSC / SENAC is getting more and more vivid. A professor of Senac Institute, Thiago Marquez, offered a Business-Start-up-Coaching to THI students and Prof. Dr. Martin Bader and Prof. Dr. Oliver Hackl (THI) were invited by SENAC in order to present THI’s Center of Entrepreneurship and its broad academic offers. Furthermore, Prof. Bader visited Brazil’s currently most innovative university, INSPER, in São Paulo in order to establish exchange in entrepreneurial activities with INSPER. In return, Prof. Dr. Rolf Erdmann (UFSC) visited THI and lectured Trading Logistics together with Prof. Dr. Stefan Rock (THI) for Business School students. Finally, the AWARE consortium applied successfully for a DAAD-funded guest-lecturer, Prof. Dr. Evelize Welzel (UFSC), who will give guest-lectures in Trading Strategies and Social Responsibility as a full member of faculty in the upcoming semester.

AWARE-Network expanded: Pixida and Sparks
With the aim to offer international practical experience and joint research with industry, further partners such as Pixida and Sparks entered the AWARE-Network offering open places for internships and master’s projects to students and joint research opportunities to AWARE’s researchers. Together with the recently entered partners, as well as Audi, Airbus D&S and arculus, AWARE now counts five highly engaged industry partners in its network.

Upcoming AWARE Events
- Ingolstadt: International Autumn School INDUSTRY 4.0 – Connected World (24/09-6/10): This new Autumn School realized at THI in September addresses all AWARE partners in Brazil, Columbia and Argentina as well as THI students. It offers lectures and excursions on Industry 4.0. More Information
- Joinville: U4i-Workshop - 1st International Workshop on “Universities for Industries of the Future” (31/10-1/11): Within the frame of AIM, UFSC is hosting this workshop bringing together relevant industrial players in Santa Catarina and researchers from UFSC and THI in order to discuss on future industries and their requirements on student competencies. More Information
- Curitiba: Automotive Spring School (5-16/11): A 2-weeks program of lectures and excursions on Automotive topics funded by DAAD More Information
- Buenos Aires: Automotive Innovation Forum (12-13/11): AWARE is starting first exchange on automotive innovation with Universidad Tecnologica Nacional (UTN) in Argentina. The event is funded by Bayerische Forschungszentrale (BayFOR).
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New AWARE-Website!

AWARE has a new website since 2018 where you can find all information needed on our network. Give us your feedback: https://aware.thi.de/
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